
RHODES



Sunday,

1 October

ARRIVAL AT 
RODOS PALACE HOTEL

CHECK-IN after 2.00 PM

9.30 PM 
NICE TO SEE YOU!
Let’s meet after dinner
for a welcome drink 
and a bit of entertainment
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A FREE DAY to explore 
the countless beautiful sights 
of Rhodes or enjoy the many 
relaxing and recreational areas  
of Rodos Palace Hotel

9.30 PM

KARAOKE NIGHT
Nice music, lots of laughs and …
Discovering quite a few 
unexpected talents!

 

Monday,

2 October
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RHODES

Be free to organise your day as you like, 
but get ready in time so you won’t miss the first 
big show of the Framesi International Congress!

6.30 PM

CURTAINS UP! Splendour comes on stage with

HAI(R)EVOLUTION
A team far from clichés, full of imagination and desire to amaze, 
whose creative heart has a name: Giò Damiani.

POLVERINI
A family of professionals that has changed the world of hairstyling 
with a pair of scissors. 

VALERIA BARBA
Finalist of the International Visionary Award in London, an 
eclectic artist ranging from avant-garde looks to high-class updos. 

USA TEAM
Straight from overseas, a team of talents able to perform 
the Italian Style in a whole new way.

FREE NIGHT
The Framesi staff will be glad to give you recommendations 
to spend a fun night with good food and music.

Tuesday,

3 October
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Keep on exploring the isle but be on time 
for the second Framesi show and for a great 
farewell night.

6.30 PM

THE BIG NAMES in hair trends:

ITALIAN STYLE FRAMESI
The artists of the historical Framesi group that, since 1979, 
spreads the concept of research and total look around the world.

ITALIAN STYLE ENERGY
A young and glam team able to create collections inspired 
by extreme very portable trends.

ITALIAN STYLE
INTERNATIONAL TEAM
The representatives of the Italian Style around the world, profes-
sional hairdressers that convey the feeling of a limitless creativity.

ARTISTIC DIRECTORS
The stylistic soul of Framesi, the hairstylists that stand 
for excellence, art and emotion.

9.00 PM

“LA DOLCE VITA” THEMED DINNER
Dress code: freely inspired by one of the most 
famous Italian movies. All-Inclusive till midnight. 

Wednesday,

4 October
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DEPARTURE FROM RHODES
CHECK-OUT by 11.00 AM

 

Thursday,

5 October

See you at the Framesi 
International Congress 2024!
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www.framesi.it


